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By KYLIE HURLEY

The Parthenon

The West Virginia Legislature passed its budget bill, House Bill 2018, this past weekend with many of Gov. Jim Justice’s original proposals not included in the bill.

One of the proposals in HB 2018 is cuts to higher education institutions around the state.

Speaker of the House Tim Armstead stated in a press release how much cuts to specific institutions around the state would be included.

“As a 9-percent cut to Marshall and West Virginia universities and 6-percent cuts to all other state higher education institutions,” Armstead’s release said.

According to the release, these “cuts (will) apply to the state’s portion of the funding for these schools, and would translate to about a 1-2 percent reduction to their overall budgets.”

Marshall University associate professor and director of Masters in Public Administration, Marybeth Beller, weighed in on the potential budget cuts to Marshall University, but said no decisions have been solidified.

“Cutting higher education means that tuition is going to go up even further,” Beller said.

Beller also said the higher tuition increases from budget cuts could deter many students because of education being unaffordable.

By ANDREW WELSH-HUGGINS

Associated Press

Residents of a rural southern Ohio county are holding back information on the unsolved massacre of eight family members in southern Ohio on April 22, 2016, at a news conference attended by Attorney General Mike DeWine, whose office is leading the investigation, on Thursday, in Columbus, Ohio.

Attorney General Mike DeWine, whose office is leading the investigation, on Thursday, in Columbus, Ohio.

By ANDREW WELSH-HUGGINS

Associated Press

Pike County Sheriff Charles Reader said Thursday as the anniversary of the Rhoden family shooting near Piketon, Ohio, the massacre of eight family members — including six adults and a teenage boy from the Rhoden family — likely involving drugs and a newborn, another baby and a young child were unharmed.

Some are worried about retaliation by the killers. Others fear incarcerating themselves over their own criminal activity — likely involving drugs — would result in the killers retaliating against them.

Marshall University associate professor and director of Masters in Public Administration, Marybeth Beller, weighed in on the potential budget cuts to Marshall University, but said no decisions have been solidified.

“Cutting higher education means that tuition is going to go up even further,” Beller said.

Beller also said the higher tuition increases from budget cuts could deter many students because of education being unaffordable.

She said the higher education cuts would affect West Virginia by leading to many West Virginians not getting a higher education, not being able to get into the job market and it would “fail to diversify our economy.”

“Our loss of all the way around when people are not educated to have diverse skills,” Beller said.

Gilbert released a statement following Justice’s announcement that he would veto the budget bill passed last weekend.

“I’m pleased at Governor Justice’s announcement today that he will veto the budget bill. Gilbert said in the release.

“[That budget would have been devastating for Marshall Uni- versity and higher education in our state. Significant cuts would have forced us to reduce major restructuring of our programs and academic units, and to look at the possibility of layoffs of faculty and staff, having already eliminated 16 percent of our staff and administrative positions through attrition to deal with the budget cuts over the past few years.].”

President Jerome Gilbert voiced their disagreement with cuts to higher education prior to HB 2018 completing legislation.

Justice vetoed HB 2018 Thursday, avoiding the higher educa- tion budget cuts until a new proposal is reached.

Kylie Hurley can be contacted at hurley40@mar- shall.edu.

Investigators: Fear holding back witnesses in killings of 8

By KRISTEN SISON

The Associated Press

Residents of a rural southern Ohio county are holding back information on the unsolved massacre of eight family members in southern Ohio on April 22, 2016, at a news conference attended by Attorney General Mike DeWine, whose office is leading the investigation, on Thursday, in Columbus, Ohio.

Gov. Jim Justice said in an announcement Thursday that the proposed budget was a “bunch of political baloney you know what.” He gave a visual representation of this opinion with a pronged version of the budget bill vetoed Thursday.
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Gilbert visits Richmond to pay respects to John Marshall

By ADAM STEPHENS

Marshall University President Jerry Gilbert and other university members traveled to Richmond, Virginia last week to visit the gravesite of Chief Justice John Marshall, the influential Supreme Court justice and a tour of the cemetery, where they learned more about Marshall as well as the related family members. Gilbert and others were accompanied by his wife and other family members.

Gilbert said being in the cemetery where John Marshall is at rest with his family and it really made him feel connected,” Gilbert said.

After the site and surrounding area was tidied up, there was a short ceremony to worship with Senior Pastor Wayne Crozier & Marshall Judi-marshall.edu.

By HEATHER BARKER

Marijuana

A man reported on April 7 about a plastic chest under his bed. He was issued an arrest warrant. On April 11, MUPD received a call from a woman whose black, gray Genuine Blur scooter in the on-duty resident assistant turned over to Marshall Judicial Affairs.

Possession of Marijuana

A man reported on April 7 about a plastic chest under his bed. He was issued an arrest warrant.

The suspect had a fake ID and stated he was a student from Marshall University. He was issued an arrest warrant for possession of control substance.

Two victims reported April 12 unknown individuals stole their debit cards, driver’s licenses and wallets from an unlocked vehicle. No suspects.

By HEATHER BARKER

Police Blotter

Unlawful Drinking

Under 21

April 11 at 5:35 p.m., officers were called to Wellman Hall at a male who had been drinking in a public place. The suspect had a fake ID and stated he had been drinking beer and beer. Warrants were placed on file for drinking under 21 and possession of a fraudulent ID.

Larceny from Vehicle

Two victims reported April 12 unknown individuals stole their debit cards, driver’s licenses and wallets from an unlocked vehicle. No suspects.
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Baseball, Softball take crucial conference trip to Florida

By PATRICK O'LEARY

The Marshall University softball and baseball teams head to Florida for important series this weekend in Conference USA play. The softball team heads to Miami for a three-game set against Florida International. The baseball team travels to Boca Raton for a three-game set against Florida Atlantic.

Atlantic. Both series begin on Friday night. The Marshall University softball team (32-5, 9-3 C-USA) currently sits in second place in the east division of Conference USA. The baseball team (17-15, 6-6 Conference USA) has not swept since last weekend’s sweep over Florida Atlantic in Huntington. A midweek tilt at the University of Kentucky was rained out on Tuesday.
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The United States dropped the “Mother of All Bombs,” Afghanistan’s most powerful non-nuclear weapon, on a remote region of Afghanistan on Thursday. The bombing targeted a senior ISIS leader, but it is unclear whether President Donald Trump was aware of the operation until after it was device, Pentagon officials said. Trump said at a press con

The weapon used, GBU-43/B Massive Ordnance Air Blast Bomb, was designed in 2002 and developed in 2003. The “MOAB,” also referred to as the “Mother of All Bombs,” was designed to be a powerful non-nuclear weapon ever designed.

The focus at this point has to be on does this record-breaking bomb actually change anything? The United States needs to believe it does not change anything, aside from demonstratin
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Lawyer dragged passenger lost teeth and broke nose.

The passenger dragged from her seat was bruised, lost three front teeth and suffered a broken nose. The passenger’s lawyer said Thursday, April 18, that he believes those responding to the call for local tips.

“The three officers who had the authority to board that flight at O’Hare,” said Alderman Ginger Evans, “had the authority to board the plane to make room for four passengers to accommodate three airline employees happening in the terminal.”

“We hope all passengers to accommodate three airline employees happening in the terminal. We hope all passengers to accommodate three airline employees happening in the terminal,” the lawyer said. “We hope all passengers to accommodate three airline employees happening in the terminal.”

“When he apologized for the episode,” the lawyer said, “we hope all passengers to accommodate three airline employees happening in the terminal. We hope all passengers to accommodate three airline employees happening in the terminal.”

“Condoms, penis and vagina-shaped cookies were available at last year’s “Sex Week” bake sale. The worship service was accompanied by a combined worship band from the different groups and organizations that planned the event. It’s such a good idea, so awesome when everybody shares their stories, includ-
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By SADIE HELMICK

“On this day forward, life is different,” Huntington Mayor Steve Williams said.

On Wednesday, Jan Rader was announced as Chief of the Huntington Fire Department, making her the first professional woman fire chief in the state of West Virginia.

“History is being made in the City of Huntington and in the state of West Virginia,” Williams said. “You can never go back behind this day again.”

Serving 22 years at the fire department, Rader once had a completely different profession. Working as a gemologist in the Washington D.C. area, Rader witnessed a life-changing event.

Working as a gemologist in the Washington D.C. area, Rader witnessed a life-changing event. While Rader was working on repairing a gem-stone one day, Rader witnessed a woman turn blue and fall onto the pavement. Feeling helpless, Rader called 911. When the firefighters came, a woman paramedic assessed that you are not in control,” Rader said.

“Somebody else is truly in control. We have the ability to help and maybe change the fate,” Rader said.

Training physically is tough for firefighters, but training mentally is tougher. With the overdose crisis in Huntington, area firefighters are often exposed to challenging scenes. At the end of the 2017 quarter, Huntington Fire Department was hiring 300 more runs than they did this time last year.

Last year we had 1,162 overdoses that we responded to in the city limits,” Rader said. “Our job has completely changed within the past few years due to the heroin epidemic.”

Recalling on more difficult times, Rader did this time last year. But if you know in your heart that you really can’t do something, or you shouldn’t do something, people try to bully you and try to tell you, you can’t do something, or you shouldn’t do something or you are crazy for doing something. But if you know in your heart that you really want to do something and you realize that you are capable and you are willing to put in the swear-equity, you got to do it.”

Rader said having self-respect and integrity are key and that she has no fear in failure.

“At the job, the guys would challenge me to things like who would climb the poll fastest or put on our gear fastest,” Rader said. “I would always do it, because the day I beat them, they will never forget it. There is no fear to failure for me, because that is what they expect.”

Williams said Rader’s new position is a step in the right direction for Huntington.

“A person’s gender can never stand in the way of your accomplishments,” Williams said. “This is a huge step for us in Huntington, a huge step for humanity and in our state. I am so proud of Jan Rader and what she represents.”

Rader has been a member of the Mayor’s Office of Drug Control policy in the past.

Within the next couple of weeks after the incident, Rader took a CPR class because she felt the need to “no longer be helpless anymore.”

After the class, Rader volunteered at the Fayette County Fire Department and was certified as an EMT and a career firefighter. During this time, Huntington Fire Department was hiring and she applied and came back home.

Over her 22 years, Rader has witnessed many miracles and many heartbreaks. Last Friday on Interstate 64, a man went airborne in his vehicle off a bridge. Although he is in critical condition, he is still alive.

“Things are things that happen throughout your career or things that you see and you realized that you are not in control,” Rader said. “There are things that happen throughout your career or things that you see and you realize that you are not in control.”
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